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ABSTRACT 

Many of the companies in the oil and gas industries have different program modules for 
including volume, density and temperature measurements to evaluate the amount of oil/gas in 
the context of fiscal measurements. These measurements are very often done not at the same 
location in the pipe lines, but in different locations of the oil and gas transportation lines. These 
modules have to be put together and run on a main frame computer to get at the desired result, 
viz. the mass flow. The Norwegian Petroleum Directorate states in its "Regulations relating to 
fiscal measurement of oil and gas etc.": ''The computer part shall be tested for each metering 
tube to verify that the different functions are operational. Each independent program routine, 
shall be verified to be in accordance with, or better than, the accuracy stated in §4 7 ( e) " . This 
is an outcome of testability paradigm very much in discussion in many standards and 
regulations not only in the oil and gas industry. 

Due to the need for a compact programme to handle such measurements along with the 
standards ISO 6976, ISO 5167 and stipulations covered in AGA No.8, Norsk Hydro in Bergen 
along with the Hegskolen i Bergen (Bergen College) developed programs to verify the results 
obtained from fiscal flowmeters. How this testability paradigm is incorporated in ultrasonic 
flowmeters is also discussed in this paper. 

This paper presents the background (both physical and software) for the program development 
with some relevant details from the program, which in a modified form is cwrently used by the 
Norsk Hydro in fiscal oil and gas flowmetering. The experience of the end user is also 
presented. This paper is an outcome of a work performed for Norsk Hydro. 

The demonstration of the programs discussed here is an integral part of the workshop 
presentation. 

• This paper is based on a collaboration with Norsk Hydro as. Thanks are due Mr. Trond 
Folk~d of Norsk Hydro as, Sandsliveien 90, N-5020 Bergen, Tel: +47 55 99 57 90, 
Fu: +47 SS 99 66 05, email: Trond.Fol.kestad@nho.bydro.com for valuable information 
from practical experience in using the programs developed for software testability under 
discussion. 
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BACKGROUND 

The amount of oil or gas sold/bought is basically dependent on four different measurands: 
volume flow rate, density, temperature, and pressure. Due to reasons of space unavailability at 
the same spot for the necessary measuring devices, all these measurands are monitored in 
slightly different locations of the pipeline transporting oil or gas, necessitating calculation 
among different conditions of state as well as calculations to standard conditions. Both 
measurements and calculations must be performed to a very high degree of accuracy, as it 
involves huge amount of monetary transactions. 

AD the oil &, gas companies use computer programs to verify the calculations in the metering 
stations. These computer programs are not very user-fiiendly nor efficient to use. Hence the 
need for testing and verification of existing programs. The practising engineer needs more 
user-fiiendly computer programs to enable efficient verifications. 

The procedures are described in various documents including some ISO papers and guidelines 
published by local oil/gas companies, (I], [2], [3]. 

The Norwegian Petroleum Directorate stipulates [4], various procedures as to bow the 
calculation of the volume flow of gas and oil should be performed in order to insure that 
accurate measurements are behind the calculation of sales value, royalty and tax on the 
measured quantity of produced oil and gas. In fact the measured quantity used for sale or 
calculation of royalty and tax is called fiscal quantity. 

The following paragraphs in the set of regulations [ 4 ]. are specially relevant to this paper: 

§4 7 The computer routines for fiscal measurement calculations shall fulfil the requirements 
detailed in the ·applied standards. The computer routines shall further include the following: 
( e) Algorithm and unintentional rounding off errors for computations of fiscal quantities in the 
computer part shall be less than ±<>.001 % . 

The computer part shall be tested for each metering tube to verify that the different functions 
are operational. Each independent program routine, shall be verified to be in accordance wit~ 
or better than, the accuracy stated in §4 7 ( e). The integration accuracy shall be checked over at 
least three values, maximum, and minimum hydrocarbon flow and one value at mid range. 
§72 Checking of the computer part (oil/gas): An independent review of the calculation 
a.ccuracy of the computer part shall be perfonned at least on an annual basis (c.f. §47 (e), 57) 

Earlier, the verifications of the flow computer calculations were carried out with the help of 
many small modules within the larger progrun. This procedure took considerable amount of 
time and the person doing the checking had to have a good insight in the progrun before doing 
the calculation. 

The Norwegian Petroleum Directorate stipulates that the calculation accuracy of the computer 
shall be reviewed independently at least on an annual basis, implying, for example usage of an 
independent PC based program. 
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This paper touches on the topics of testing, testability and verification of programs in general 
and describes the main parts of the PC- programs developed for fiscal metering of both oil and 
gas. Part of the work for these programs are described in [5], [6] and [7]. 

MEASURANDS 

The measurement system for the gas transport normally consists of, 

1. an orifice plate to measure the volume flow 
2. differential pressure transmitter to measure the differential pressure between the input and 

output sides of the orifice plate mentioned in 1 
3. PT-100 resistance based temperature sensor to measure the temperature of the gas in the 

pipe. 
4. a pressure gauge to measure the pressure in front of the orifice plate 
5. a densitometer to measure the density of gas 

as shown in Figure 1. 

Fl~mputer 

dP 

Figure 1 The schematic representation of a gas metering station. DT : Density transmitter; TI: 
Temperature transmitter~ PT: Pressure Transmitter; Pabs: Absolute pressure; dP: Pressure 
difference. lOD and SD represent the length in number of diameters of the pipe. 

Similarly, the measurement system for the oil transport generally consists of 

1. a turbine meter to measure the volume flow 
2 . PT-100 resistance based temperature sensor to measure the temperature of the oil in the 

pipe. 
3. a pressure gauge to measure the pressure 
4. a densitometer to measure the density of oil (only applicable for pipeline transport) · 
5. the meter prover designed so that five consecutive trials leads to values within a band of 

0.0200/o of the average volume 
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Figure 2 shows the measurement loop used for oil. 

PT 

PROCESS 

TURBINE 
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Figure 2 The schematic representation of an oil metering station, reproduced from [4]. 

The volume flow can also be determined using the contrapropagating transit time ultrasonic 
tlowrneter, which in its multi-path form has been formally accepted as a fiscal meter for gas 
tlowrnetering by.the Petroleum Directorate. 

SOFTWARE TEST ABILITY, TESTING AND VERIFICATION 

European System and Software Initiative (ESSI) is an active action within the European Union 
. paralleling the stipulations of the Norwegian Petroleum Directorate and has Software Best 
Practice as the target. Software Best Practice is aiming in all industrial sectors to improve their 
efficiency, provide better quality and better value for money. In the sense of Software Best 
practice, we could visualise a series of steps given in Figure 3. 
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1. Improvements in software and 
softwaR development process 
2. Improvements in efficiency 
3. Value for money 
4. Quality improvements 
S. Customer satisfaction 
6. Competitive advantage 

Figure 3 The increasing competitiveness due to Software Best Practice 
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Testability is used to confirm that each sub-unit performs its required function, that the sub-
units are interconnected in the correct manner, that they interact correctly, and that the whole 
program executes its intended function. In the hardware branch, especially in the production of 
ICs • electronic devices are selected, where possible, with Built-In Self-Test (BIST) to perform 
test pattern generation and response analysis. This is the primary test mechanism used during 
wafer probe testing of ICs and should provide a high degree of fault coverage (>95% ). This 
could be seen as the extension of the traditional test points selected already in the design stage 
of a circuit to test whether the circuit is functioning as intended without showing signs of faulty 
operation. 

S:S = Sub System 
S. U. = Steering Unit 

SYSTEM 

Figure 4 The interaction within a program with the subsets of modules (called sub--units in 
figure) with the steering unit. 

Findmg definitely 
measureable 

goals 

periment 
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REAL 
SOFTWARE 

PROJECT 

Analysis NEXT 
.....__ of ~-

Final STEP 

Situation 

RESULTS 

Figure 5 Process Improvement Experiments as part of testin& testability and verification. The 
tests done in the context of the present paper can be looked upon as a venture to improve the 
process based on testing and verification. 
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There are a plethora of discussions and definitions of testability and testing in the context of 
software development, [8],[9],[10], and [I I]. The present forum is not the right place or the 
present author is not the right person to delve into these nuances in the software engineering. 
However, it is interesting to look into some of the definitions in use. · 

Testability 

" (l)The degree to which a system or compo~ent facilitates the establishment of test criteria 
and the performance of tests to determine whether those criteria have been met, and (2) the 
degree to which a requirement is stated in terms that permit establishment of test criteria and 
performance of tests to determine whether those criteria have been met." [I I] 

Testing 

Dynamic software testing is the process of executing the software repeatedly until a confidence 
is gained that either ( 1) the software is correct and has no more defects, which is commonly 
referred to as probable correctness, or (2) the software has a high enough level of 
acceptability. Testing can alternatively be subdivided into two main classes: white-box and 
black-box. White-box testing bases its selection of test cases on the code itself~ black-box 
testing bases its selection on some description of the legal input domain, [I 1]. 

Verification 

IEEE Software Dictionary [10] defines software verification to be the 
"process of evaluating a system or component to determine whether the products of a given 
development phase satisfy the conditions imposed at the start of that phase." 

This tallies very well with the concept of Process Improvement Experiments discussed in the 
circles of ESSI. 

Software verification can be seen as the process that assesses the degree of "acceptability" of 
the software, where acceptability is judged according to the specification. In the present 
context, the specifications as given by Norwegian Petroleum Directorate and Norsk Hydro. 

Finally. we quote from [ 11]:. 

"Software testability, software testing, and formal verification are three pieces in a puzzle: the 
puzzle is whether the software that we have, has a high enough true reliability. Every system 
has a true (or fixed) reliability which is generally unknown~ hence we try to estimate that value 
through reliability modelling. If we are lucky enough to have a piece of software that (1) has 
undergone enormous amounts of successful testing, (2) has undergone formal verification, and 
(3) has high testability, then we have three pieces that fit together to suggest that the puzzle is 
solved-high reliability is achieved. 

Software testability, software testing, and formal verification are three pieces of the reliability 
puzzle, which developers must complete to get a picture of the software's true reliability. Each 
of the three puzzle pieces offers a unique bit of information about software quality. The goal is 
to combine all three. Testability analysis is related to but distinct from both software testing 
and formal verification, which makes it a good complement to the other two pieces. Like 
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software testing, testability analysis requires empirical work to create estimates. Unlike testing, 
however, testability analysis does not require an oracle a program that performs the same 
functions as the software being developed. Thus, testing can reveal faults, while testability 
cannot, but testability can suggest places where faults can hide from testing, which testing 
cannot do. Testability complements formal verification by providing empirical evidence of 
behavior~ which formal verification cannot do." 

That the software system should undergo enormous amounts of successful testing and 
verification is the motivation behind the stipulations from the Norwegian Petroleum 
Directorate. 

ALGORITHMS USED 

Introduction 

Due to the variables (measurands as well as constants related to the gas compositio~ pipe 
dimensions etc.) involved in the equations for volume and mass flow, some of the necessary 
routines in a dedicated PC-program will involve 

extracting and storing values of measurands 
extracting and storing variables associated with gas/oil 
extracting and storing constants associated with the pipe line 
extracting and storing the constants associated with the orifice meter1 or turbine meter 
extracting and storing the constants associated with the density meter 

It is not the aim of this paper to go into the details of the physics behind all these calculations. 
However, it is essential to note that the state variables at the orifice meter or turbine meter will 
not be the same as those at the density meter, or those at the locations of pressure and 
temperature transmitters. In the estimation of fiscal quantities, the unit used in transactions Is 

the standard cubic meter, written [m3 (15 °C, 1.01325 bar)]. This means all the measurements 
should be reduced to standard temperature and pressure conditions. Hereby, the stipulations of 
Institute of Petroleum. American Gas Association and Norwegian Petroleum Directorate 
should be taken into account. For purposes of verification, the mass flow will also be 
calculated although the sales quantity is the standard volume. 

Fiscal Gas Metering 

The volume flow on the downstream-end of the orifice plate is given by , 

where 

A, = pipe diameter 

Ai = orifice diameter 

p = density of gas 

1 in future, pos511'ly the multi-path ultrasonic transit- time Oowmeter 

(1) 
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The corrections for vena contracta positioning and compressibility are taken care of by the 
factors a and E in the following form: 

qv = CXEqvs (2) 
In equations (I) and (2)~ the parameters involved all vary according to the changes in state 
variables. The volume flow changes with temperature. the ·orifice diameter changes with 
pressure and temperature and so on. The calculation of these parameters under changing state 
variables is clearly specified by international organisations. The essence· of the program is the 
handling of these parameters and the necessary recursive routines to anive at the required 
quantities such as volume flow, mass flow, energy flowrate etc. 

Energy flowrate is also required to be calculated by the and Norwegian Petroleum Directorate. 
Energy flowrate Q, is given by 

Qe = QvrCV (3) 
where Qvr = Volume flowrate and CV= calorific value as defined in ISO 6976 . 

For the program meant for the fiscal metering of gas, from Figure 1, we can see that we need 
information on the measurands~ gas composition, calibration data, densitometer calibrations 
and means of converting the results to standard conditions. 

Fiscal Oil Metering 

Figlire 2 illustrates that there are four major components in the case of oil metering station: oil 
flow based on the number of pulses form the turbine meter, prover readings, the temperature 
and pressure. There are a number of equations for all these calculations. The important ones 
are: 

(4) 

VL = volume at line conditions, MR = number of pulses in the measurement period , Mlif = 
meter k-factor for the turbine meter, C,_ and C,,_ are correction factors, (12]. 

The mass is calculated, with the subscripts S and L referring to "standard" and "line" 
conditions, from the volume flow and density VL ,pL and VsPs 

The series of coupling equations of different line parameters, state variables etc. are given in 
[12]. When an on-line densitometer is used for measuring the density at line conditions of a 
flowing liquid, the density at standard conditions has to be calculated. 

(4) 



PROGRAM STRUCTURE 

Gas 

Start 

Set start conditions 
HI• 1 

Tt aT2 
countlr - " - 0 

IS08976 
calc:ulmiOnS 

FlndHs 

n•n+1 

9 

F"indHI 

Yes 

Yes 

End 

Figure 6 Main program flowchart, (5]. More details during demonstration of program. 
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Main Menu 

Oil 

Tlllbinemeter 

Input KO/Kl 

~ 
O•~n 

Figure 7 Structure of the program for fiscal oil metering calculations, [6]. More details during 
demonstration of program. 
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USER EXPERIENCE 

The program discussed in this paper is used by Norsk Hydro to perform the stipulated 
verifications of the values delivered by the flow computer. Both programs are currently being 
used by Norsk Hydro for verification on all Norsk Hydro platforms and in new projects. U~r 
interface is assessed to be very user friendly compared to earlier verification tools. 

As far as the testing is concerned, with the existing flowmeters, the situation is the same as it 
was, before the verification programs were incorporated into the fiscal metering routines. The 
verification of the flow computer results is done much faster due to the GUI aspects of the 
VISUAL Basics programs developed for oil and gas. In fact, the programs are used in fiscal, 
fuet2 and flare3 applications. 

Figure 8 and Figure 9 show one of the many GUis for verifying the flowcomputer estimates of 
oil and gas flow. Figure 8 is for oil measurement and has the options of selecting the type of 
calcualtion, viz. IP 2000, computer's full accuracy or the house internal standard at Norsk 
Hydro. 

Figure 9 is the starting window for gas calculations and has the options shown on the different 
buttons shown there. 

See Figure I 0 to see the advantage of terminal vs. GUI based verification. 

Norsk Hydro is very satisfied with the results and the co-operation with the students and staff 
of Bergen College. 

2 fuel used to run the gas twbines used in the electricity generation on platforms, which again bas to be 
accounted for by the platform operator to the authorities 
3 gas flared is in cff ect gas lost and in addition gives rise to an increase in CC>i, which are factors needed by the 
authorities for fiscal and regulatmy purposes. 
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Figure 8 GUI interface from the verification program developed for oil, [ 6]. More details 
during demonstration of program. 

In the case of oil, IP 2000, computer's full accuracy or the house internal standard at Norsk 
Hydro can be used in the calculations. In addition, the program can handle different types of oil 
as shown in the menu under "Type of oil". 
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~1 Askalmillng 
Ale 

Figure 9 GUI interface from the verification program developed for gas, [5]. Opening window 
for the program with differmt optioos given in Norwegian. The equivalent F.nglish formulations are: 
Milevariabler = Measurands; Gass sammeosetning = Gas composition; Kalibrerings-data = 
Calibratioo. data; Solartnm.kalibrering = Calibration of the Solartron density meter. Beregning = 

Calculation; Avslutt programmet =Exit. More details during demonstration of program. 

A typical print out given by the programs is given in APPENDIX. 

Figure 10 shows the contrast between terminal based operator interaction and Gill based 
operator interaction. Once the values for parameters are assigned, these parameters can be 
retrieved selecting the right window and modified if necessary without much work 
interactively. 



c: \give line_temp (0 C) 7 14.238 

c: \ give line_dens (kg/ Sm3)? 844.730 

c: \give line_ pres (bar g)? 0.1234 

etc. etc. 

(Once you make the mistake, you are back in 
"square number l" ! Do the same things again, 
give the answers for questions generated by 
the program!!) 

Figure 10 Terminal inputs from the purely DOS- era to GUI input in tersting and verification. 
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Comments on accuracy 

All the modem PCs use 80 bits in the FPU. The accuracy strived for in the verification 
calculations are± 0.001 % (10 ppm). Table I shows the accuracy offlowcomputer calculations 
and the accuracy in the verification routines. The results used for fiscal calculations should be 
independent of the type of flow computer used. 

Table 1 Verification accuracy vs. Flow Computer accuracy 

Verification 15 digits 32 bits 
exam lel .10375859321368 

It is essential at this stage to look at the plethora of data from earlier studies, mostly based on 
empirical findings, which have been collected from 8-bits FORTRAN calculations. We are 
using these empirical results such as the one shown in Figure 11 to achieve the 10 ppm 
accuracy in the verification programs. We can easily see a numerical anomaly in the process. 
The stipulations as such leads to a series of routines which will help us to achieve good 
repeatability and high reli~ility. The measurement problem remains the same. 

Effect of 84'.>it era empiri vs. 32-bit era calculations 

>-121--~~~-+~~~~-+-~~~~~~~~....;p:;...._~~--1 

II 

~ 
'-
-m 10 .._~~~--+~~~~-+-~~~~~~~~-+-~~~----1 
E e 
cu 
~ 81--~~~--+~~~~-l/IJC-~~~--1~~~~-+-~~~---1 

4~~~~--'~~~~....&..~~~~~~~~--~~~~~ 

0 1 2 3 4 5 
"Parameter 111 = x 

Figure 11 Effect (exaggerated) of 8-bit era empiri vs. 32-bit era calculations. The only 
difference is ·the variations in the coefficients in the equation y =ax+ b. The continues line 
show the line for a set of values for a and b. The values marked '•' are for another set of 
values given with differing mantissa. 
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FUTURE TREND 

Software in flow computer today is dedicated for measurement purposes. It would be 
advantageous if the testing facility is in-built in the program used in the Bow computer. The 
testing facilities have to be included already in the design stage in such a way that the program 
is easily testable. Earlier, they used debugging instead of interface. New fiow computers have 
15 digits operation with 3 2 bits CPU I double. Hence, the demand on testing and strategy used 
for testing will need to be changed. 

The strategy used in the production of IC s shown in Figure 12 can be used also in software 
design. For known series of inputs, the sub-units (modules) in the program should deliver a 
series of outputs, which are to be obtained with high expectancy. A deviation from the 
expected values, would indicate faulty operation. One could visualise such test points as 
"handles" (similar to test points in hardware circuits). Joint Test Action Group (JTAG) bus is 
defined by IEEE [13] for on-module testing. JTAG is a serial bus containing four signal lines: 
Test Clock (TCK), Test Mode Select (TMS), Test Data Input (TDI), and Test Data Output 
(TDO) as illustrated in Figure 12. The system description shown in Figw-e 4 can be used to 
adapt this strategy of testing from the hardware industry, at the input and out "ports" of the 
sub-units shown. The challenge for the measurement and software engineers would be to find 
the pairs of relevant sets (TDI, TOO) for these sub-units. 

In looking at the short term developments, discussions with people in various software 
engineering branches in industrial applications indicate that the user might continue using the 
flow computers, but performing tests and verifications using programming tools such as 
MATHCAD, MATLAB or MATIIEMATICA, tools which enables tracing the IDI and TOO 
according to the system schematic shown in Figure 4 easily. 

Long term developments will be based on the philosophy of Built-In Self-Test (BIST) used in 
the IC design discussed above, incorporated into the system already in the design stage, thus 
facilitating the solving of the puzzle mentioned earlier: software testability, software testing, 
and formal verification, which wiD lead to more reliable engineering in general. 

11>1 TOI TOO TDI TOO Tet TC><> TDI TOO 
Test Cata In 

TMS TCK TMS TCK TMS TCIC TMS TCK 

1CIC 
TillS 
lDO T~O...Olllt 

Figure 12 Bus serial connection of components with Built-In Self-Test (BIST) to perfonn test 
pattern generation and response analysis. From (13). IDI and TDO in our system descn"bed in 
Figure 2 might be at any input and output port to and from the sub-units shown there. 
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NOTE ON ULTRASONIC GAS FLOWMETERS 

There is a definite statement in the directives of the Norwegian Petroleum Directorate allowing 
the use of ultrasonic gas flowmeters for fiscal purposes. It is a well known fact that ultrasonic 
gas flowmeters are used in flare gas metering. It is planned to install the first ultrasonic gas 
tlowmeter for fiscal measurements already in 1998. 

Some of the modern ultrasonic gas tlowmeters incorporate the testing and verification facilitie·s 
in the flow computer itself. As an example ofBIST in the ultrasonic gas flowmeter applications 
is the equation coupling the speed of sound in the medium c to the up-stream and down-stream. 
transit times t12 and 121. For a given well, the components of gases will be known and hence 
also the sound velocity. In the case of a multi-path ultrasonic gas tlowmeter, the sound speeds 
calculated using the transit times for each path should be the same, allowing for variations due 
to some slight temperature changes in the flowing medium. From experience, one could define 
an acceptable upper and lower limit for the calculated speed of sound. When the estimated 
speed of sound is outside this band, the BIST will indicate faulty operation. Thus for the case 
under discussion, we can say that [TD!, TDO] = [ [t12 tz1] , c]. In case, no DIST is available, 
this set could be used as one of the means in controlling the flow computer calculations. 

One could envisage a series of such measures which will help to have BISTs in the software 
used in the metering process. · · 

Thus, the future flow computers may make programs such as the ones described in this paper 
redundant! However, the testability, testing and verification paradigm will be dominating the 
software sector in the sense described in Figure 3, in our discussions above. 
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APPENDIX A: Typical Print-out generated with the program in discussion for the platfonn 

managers. GAS 

Solartron Densitetsmller: Solartron Densitometer 
Gass Sammensetning : Gas composition 
RRJr og blendeplate data: Pipe and orifice meter data 
Mllte verdier: Measured values 
Beregninger: Calculations 

The data of different densitometers can be retrieved from files to the GUI. Downstream and. 
upstream measurements are taken into account in measurements as well as calculations. 
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~S0-5167(1980), XS0-6976 OC SOLARTRON DENSI~Z'TSBER!!GNINQ. FLANGETAP. 

Llaj• lfr 1 l 

Tag Mr I FE-(!5-0201 

2J.03.U 

1,15315' 

~onstantar t---...... ------------------------------------------------------------------------, 

801""RTlOH DEllSITr,TslCi.Lcl CASS-SAKHENSETHINO 
ltO -U,16Dl10 ltvl•' Mltroo•ll 0,750 aol' ,,,12) -
Kl -l,221ll01C-02 ltg/it.' IP• 

ltl t,5lUl41:-0t ltv/•'l•n • 

C02 1.110 

ICetui 12,J4.0 
aol' 
aoltli 

Bl•a4• lt.&l.t-..peratYr 12,l'S •c 
Iadr• -.rdiaaet•r 102,900 _. 

ltl 13U,O lttr/•1 

ICC lt7,I ltg/a • 
ICll -7, ,201:-0, J•c 
09 l,550£-0l ltcrta•1•c 
JC&l.t-..p. 15,000 •c 
Jt:&l.Qa••k. 0.00212 

. Jlol-.reltt Luft 21, UCl c/-1 

rrz-JtorreJt8jOQ (r& deD•.-

d•a•it•t t11 liajed•a•it•t 

Variabl.er 

GAS•EllSI EGICNSU..ICJl 

StUI 

•rop&A 

a-a\lt-

1-a\ltaa 

O-feDta.11 

1-teatua 

C'•(•C7) 
V&.IUl 

RU 
SUK 

a,uo 
,;eoo 
1,°'0 

o.cso 
0,210 

0,2,0 

O,C20 
0,000 

0,000 

t~.t!50 

aoltii 

aol" 
aoltii 

aol" 

aol" 

aol" 
aoltlii 

ao1115 

-.olfs 

-1-

llea.4epl&t• 

ler 

ad.I.TE VEIU>ID 

20,00 •c 

1. 07'!50&-05· 1•c 
1, 0920&-0S 1•c: 

l)yla&ai•k Vl•ko•ltet 1,190E•Cl5 Pa·• Tqkk Opp1tr·-• Bleadeplate ll,25000 bar o 

•r•1U1~•r41 XDf•rlor xao-'''' CO,ClJ,,5 11.1/a• 
%••11.tzopi•k Skepoa•at at4. 1,S117,t7C 
2••11.tropiek Ek•PGD•Dt L1Dj• 1.,,,,,1,. 

Sp••ifiklt V&ra•k•P••lt•t Std, 1.11c1s,,. 

Spe•iflklt vara•kap. ~laje 1,&aoas192 

Tqkk Opp•tr-• 81•11.deplat• 

Ditreraa .. trykk Blea.dapl&te 

Temperatgr -.r/lOD ••4•tr ... 

Teaperatgr Y/l>eD•itet~l•r 

t•rlo4eti4 0.a•itat•••l•r 

lt, 2'JlS b&r • 

1u.ooo abar 

$), (0000 •c: 
!5),,0000 •c: 

,50,00000 ... 
-{ •t-·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ Beregn:11::ager 1 

,,,1,. -
102,'557 -

O, 5'SJ,02S 

o, 'ouuss 
1,0,7J,7C2 

•• '32'3027 

o, nuso12 

sorr1gert Bl•adeplata4iaa. 

sorrlg•rt Xll4r• ~r4laa•t•r 

Dlaaetartorbold•t, bet• 

O'C•tr..aiag•lto•ffi•l•11t. c 
Ra•tigb•t•koetfl•i•at, E 
StreaAiav•koeffl•i•at, atta 

Ek•paa•joa•faktor. epe11oa 

R•)'m014•ta11. ReD 2, 17>1522&•0' 

z sc-4ar4 ISO-'''' 
Z St-4ar4 llWll 

z Deo•itet•••l•r • ...._ 

X Llaje BWJl 

TOTA1.Ea 

Ka••• 
Volua L1•d• 

Volua St-dard 

hergi JAferlor 

.!>• HU5C7l 
O, HH1522 

O,t1Hll1' 

0,t1117'S2 

••r•v••t 
U52, 1'12U' kg 

10C,U2HSI. •' 
115,1,25,711 s.• 

&U,a7JU0'7 11.1 

'reap. Opp.er ... Bleodep. 

Tiryklt ,../lOD ••4•tr-• 

Tiryklt ,../DeDdtet..Aler 

0.D•lt•t Std. XSO-'''' 
DeD•lt•t lleD•lt•teail•r 

0.D• i tet Lhj• 

lt.riti•k Teap•r•t\lr 

lt.riti•k TryU 

tcolvekt IS0-191' 

1C•••••tr-
vol11a•tr- Llaje 

vol11a•tr- StaAdarcS 

En•rvl•tr .. IDf erlor 

Ka•tigbet 

Mllt A1rrlk 

us2. 000000 kg -o,oonu1' 
10,.0000000 •• -0, 51SH01' 

0,000000 ... -100,0000000, 

0.0000000 11'1 -100,0000000" 

5). '" J5 •c 

,, , 1!5121 bar & 

st ,OH2!5 bar a 

o.uo2u22 ltCJ/Sa I 

"·IOlU>H ltv/• 1 

,s.U01tU2 kvl•' 
-57, 01'5241 •c 
''·05112, bar a 

20,272160 glaol 

US2,1'721H ltolt 

10&, u2nsa a•/r; 

l15U,25'7U sa• /t. 

'"· 1'111'07 KJ/r; 

),&t0527S •I• 
Str.-Ah•o•ti4 

l,00.000 • 
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APPENDIX B: Typical Print-out generated with the program in discussion for the platform 

managers. 

OIL 

The data of different densitometers can be retrieved from files to the Gill. 
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FISCAL OIL CALCULATION 

ESTIMATION : NORSJ: Enl)RO IP200 I COMPllJ:SS. PAC'l'OR : OLD FORMIJ'LA I TYPE OP' OIL : CRUDE OIL 

Line Nr : 1 I Lin• l 
Tag Nr : Teat :trint-OUtl 

Constants 

Z>ENSITOMETER 

JCO 

u 
1:2 

1:18 

1:19 

lt20a 

X20b 

X21a 

Dlb 

Cal.'femp . 

Cal.Pr•••· 

Variables 

Denaitometer Temperatur• 

Denaitoaeter Pr•••~r• 

Per;lodic Ti.JI• 

'f'YPB OP OIL : aces OI:L 

JCO 

Jc:l 

Calculation 

Standard t>enaity 

Ccmpr••• · Pactor Pd 

Help Factor Alpb& 15 

Correction Factor CtLd 

Correction Factor CpLd 

-1 . 22H 8•03 lc!J/1111 

-4.5515 B-01 lc!J/1111 /p.• 
3.9942 1!:·03 11:.g/m•/p.•' 

-3 .207' B·05 t•c 
-1.4253 E·02 t•c 
-1.3"69 E-05 /bar g 

-1.220'7 11:·0? /bar g• 

·l.8708 B·02 /bar g 

·l.6'55 B·04 /'bar g• 

20.0 •c 
o.o bar g 

4.3210 ·c:: 
0.1230 bar g 

781.0D P.• 

113.9?23 

o.o 

844.7350000 lc!J/Sm1 

0.0000583 

Q.0008i04 

1.0091800 

1.0000014 

Ca1culation 

844 . 7350000 kg/Sa' Stand. l>en•ity 

Oro•• Vol.__ 

Stand. Vol1.Ull8 

95610 . 7143930 •' 
965551. 1'73Ul? SJI> 

Illa•• 81567. 5047256 Tonme• 

Tl1JIBI:HB ICBTEa 

r-coeftici-t 
Bll-C:oefficient 

ll:lt•C:o•tficient 

TOUDD KB'1'BR 

Lille Tanperat~• 

Line Pr•••ur• 

Meter ltegiatration 
Meter J:-Pactor 

Line t>eii.aity 

C:0111pre•• · Factor Pl 
Correction Factor Ctla 

Correction Factor Cpl& 

Correction Pact.or C:tam. 
Correction Pact.or Cp-

llea•ur-t 
844. 7350000 ksr/s.• 

t5680.7U8918 •• 
'6559 .910'650 Sa' 
81567.55225123 Toiine• 

Norwegian P•troL•wn Directorate 8J>•c~fie• • .U.niawa accuracy of 0.001~ 

C::alcu1ated by ' Sign I 

c:hecke4 • Authori~ecl ~ s - Sign : 

Date : 26 .06 .95 
'fill• : 13 :-16 :36 

0 .00003161 /bar 

0.00000846 /•c 
0.00000846 /•c 

f.3210 •c: 
0.123• bar g 

1230-l-1192.0000 pul••• 
1285.,450 p./s.• 

852 .U'819'7 kg/•' 

0.0000683 

1.0091800 

1.0000014 

O.U9?290 

1.0000048 

De'riation 

0.0000000 ' o. 0000361 ' 
0.0000385 ' 
0.0000583 ' 

Date : 26 . 06 . 95 

Date ' 26.06.95 
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APPENDIX C: Typical Print-out generated with the program in discussion for the platfonn 

managers. 

CONDENSATE 



• 
~Hydro 24 

U&P Drift FISCAL CONDENSATE CALCULATION . 
Bergen e 
C:OJIDKN'SATE DENSl'1'r CALCULATION IS BASBD VPON Tiii 1J'SB OF ~ C:OSTALD EQVATION 

t.ine Kr I l I O•eberg A I Date I 26 .06.95 
Tag Nr : 30-cr-,51 Te•t Jlrint • OUtl Time I 13:17:02 

-1 Constanta : 

C:OXPOSITXOK OF CONDElfSATB rn&Dnl: IBTBR 

MathaDa 1' .552780 0 mol'll Y-Coaf U.cieat 0.00007861 /b.ar 
Ethane 5.6764200 mol'll Ell·Ce>afficiea.t 0.00000'751 t•c 
Propane 3 .326:1660 &C>l'll KR-Coe fficiellt 0.00005'78 t•c 
i - Butane 2 • 5179 0517 0 mol' 
D - Butane 1.58955170 mo1' 
i - Pe11.tana 2.US3070 mol' 
D • l'a11.tane 1.2627170 mol' 
Frac - 01 2 .5184.3710 mol' 
Prac - 02 •• 7&15500 mol' 
l"rac - 03 9 .2U981.0 llOl' rl Variables : e Prac - 04 1.0.3320800 lllOl' 
Prac - 05 1.1.32Ul.OO lllOl\ 'rtJUDn llZTSR 

Prac - 0, 1.l . 8051200 aol.\ Lina T&Dperatur• -12 .l.3145 •c 
Prac - 07 7 . 50'47510 agl\ Lin• Pr•••1u:a 3.9 . 870 bar g 
Prac - 08 ' . 601'230 lllOl.\ llCet•r R.egiatratio11. ·0020002 .oooo pul••• 
&ua 91 . l.OO 0050 mol.\ ICatar lt·Pactor Uol.5000 p./sm.• 

-1 Calculation : 

. STANDARD CONDITXONS OPBllATDIG COHDXTIO)JS 

. Re4uce T9211Parat'IU'a 0.5713514 1laduce Taiperature 0.5l75SU 
Coefficient VrO 0.37133'2 C:o•~ficialt VrO 0.3'58061 
Coefficia11t Vr11 0.2215533 C:oa~ficient Vr• 0.23'25l8 
Vol.Wile at Vapour Pr•••ur• 0.1235560 Volwu at Vapo\U' l'ra•11ure 0.11.918'7 
Jla4uca Da118ity 722.7'158'3 kg/a• Reduce Danai ty 7U .2'565123 kg/m• 
Coefficient r -· .657521.0 C:oefficia11t r . _, .867930 

Coeffici•nt Pro ·1.7Ul6to Coefficient PrO -2.1124873 
Coef f iciant Prl -l.9J01723 C:oefficia11t trl -2 . 6356821 
Jled11c• Pra•aure 0.000011 Reduce Pr•••ure 0.0011937 :9 : VapoU% Pr•••ur• 0 .15175105 bar a V&pour Pr•••U%e 0 . 0'10533 bar a 
CoefficiaD.t Bl U . 65910'1 Coefficient Bl u . 1715256 
Coeffic:ieo.t Dl 1.0015665 Cod~iciant D1 1 . 06293.f.6 
Standard D•naity 722 . 8700:215 lr:SJ/•• Operating l>euity 753. 652258' >csi/•• 

U:SO'LTS Dn>BPDI>BNT OF STJUIJ>./~lllB CONDtT%0KS COlllWCTXOK IP'Ac:TORS 
A.centric Factor (Metb. A) 0 , 280'851J Correction IP'actor ct .. 0.9910917 
Molecular Weight U . 3001013 Corractioo. Pactor Cp .. 1. . 0031347 
Critical Pra11•11re (XetA. A) lfo.39025:21 ball:' a 

·- Spherical. Vo1WD.e 0 . 348UC1 
Critical Tamp. (ICetb.. Al 506 . 330'500 I: -
Coaf ficient B 142.075U65 

Ca1culation Me•aur-t DeTiation 

St.and. DeDllity 722. 1700215 kg/Sa• 722.8700000 lt!J/SID' -0.0000010 ' Glroa• VolWDe 51'390.'796873 •• '4390 .0000000 ..... -0.000720]. ' Stand. Vol.11&• 98'10.15:23715 s.• 91410.0000000 Sm.' •0.0001.SU ' Ma•• 71137748.,,:2,,., Tonn•• 71131.7970000 TOllZI•• 0.0000675 ' , ... 
- Norwegian Petrol.a1m1 Directorate apecif ia• a m.i.nimwl accuracy of 0.001\ e 

Cal.cu1atad by I - Sign : llate : 2, .06.515 

Checked • Authorised by I •ism i Ila ta : 26 .OL95 
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APPENDIX D: Typical Print-out generated with the program in disrussion for the platform 

managers. 

PROVER 

The data of different densitometers can be retrieved from files to the Gill. 



Hydro 26 

U&P Dri£t 

:Bergen 

FISCAL PROVING CALCULATION 

BS'l'IMA'l'ION : NORSK HYDRO IP200 I COMPUSS. FACTOR : Oi:.D Jl'OJIMtJI.A I TYPB OF OIL : CRUDE OIL 

Line Nr : 1 I Line 1 

'l'ag trr : 'l'e•t Print-Out I 

Constants 

DENSl:'l'cncrTBR 

:Input of a given Standard Den•ityl 

TtrUDB METBR 

Y-Coefficient 
BB-Coef ficie11t 
n-Coefficient 

PROV.Sil 

Di&lllleter of the Prover Pipe 

Date 
Time 

I 26.06.95 
I 13 : 15:15 

0.00003861 /bar 
o. 00000846 / •c 

o.oooooH5 /•c 

736.60 -
Wall Thiclm••• of th• Prover Pipe 12 • 7 O mm 

Modu1ua of Sla•ticity of Prover Steel 2060000.0 /bar 
Coefficient of eullical Jbtpaasion 0.0000335 /•c 
Ba•• Vol\11118 of th• Prover 5 • 009'300 Sm1 

Variables 

DBRS :ITOIU fBk 

Deu•itoaeter Temperature 
Deiuitoaater Pr•••ur• 
Standard t>en•ity 

'l'YPB OP' ()::tL I CkUJ)B O:IL 

ltO 

Kl 

Calculati.on. 

Standard Denaity 

14.2380 •c 
t.9510 bar g 

H6. 0000 kg/Sa• 

U:S.'723 

o.o 

Standard Denaity •- giYaul 

Mater It-Factor 19H. 7619620 p . /aa• 

Ccmpreuil>i li ty Factor rp 0.0000730 

correction Factor 

C:orrectioa. Factor 

Correction J'actor 

Correction Fact:or 

· Meter Jt-l'actor 

Ctlp 0 . 9'92280 
Cplp 1.000370 

Ct•p 1.0000307 
Cpap 1.0001443 

Calculation 
1g9a.761962o pul•••/Sa• 

TmtBDm IU'l'D 

Line Temperature 
Line Pr•••ur• 
Kater aegi8tratio11 

PROVBJl 

Prover Temperature 
Prover Pre••ure 

14.2380 •c 
4.9510 bar g 

9999,0930 pulH8 

1s.9110 •c 
5.1240 bar g 

C0111PreHillili ty Factor Pl 0. 0000722 

Correction Factor Ctla 1.0006430 
correction Factor Cpla 
Correction Pactor ct .. 
Correction Factor Cpma 

Kea•ur-nt 
1998 . 7,20000 pul•••/S.1 

1.0003577 
0 . 999'807 

1.0001912 

Deviation 

0.0000019 " 

NorwegiU1 Petroleum Directorate specifie• a minimum. accuracy of 0.001' 

Calcu1ated by I Sip I Date I 26 . 06.95 

c:::becke4 6 ~uthoriaed lly I - Sip I Date I 26.06.95 




